
 
 
 
 
 
 

April 11, 2024 
Policy No. 14 
 

Safety 
 
1.0  Overview. 

1.1  The purpose of this document is to establish uniform policies and procedures to 
ensure safe streetcar operations and industrial activities in all Minnesota Streetcar 
Museum streetcars and facilities.  The safety policies apply to all individuals 
(including museum members, volunteers, contract workers, customers, visitors, 
etc.) on Museum property or doing Museum sponsored work at all times in order 
to ensure a safe environment for our members and guests. 

1.2  This policy supports and in no manner supplants applicable sections of the current 
edition of the MSM Operating Rules and Regulations Governing the Operations of 
Streetcars at the Como-Harriet Streetcar Line and Excelsior Streetcar Line.  If there 
is a discrepancy between this safety policy and the MSM rule book, the rule book 
will take precedence. 

2.0  Responsibilities - General 
2.1 The MSM Superintendent for Safety will establish and maintain a comprehensive 

safety policy for all activities in the museum.  The Safety Superintendent will 
periodically review compliance with the policy and procedures and coordinate 
safety training as speci ied in this policy.  The Superintendent for Safety is 
authorized to appoint assistants to help with museum safety activities. 

2.2  Museum of icers, superintendents, directors, managers, and volunteers are 
responsible for implementing and enforcing this policy. 

2.3  The Museum’s Training Department will incorporate safety training into the 
museum’s streetcar operator training curriculum and for operator recerti ication 
training. 

2.4  In ALL cases where there is a serious accident and as appropriate, a museum 
member must call 911 as soon as possible. 

3.0  Responsibilities - Streetcar Operations 
3.1  The Shift Foreman will ensure adherence to the operating rules and procedures 

as set forth in the Museum’s Operating Rules and Regulations Governing The 
Operations of Streetcars At The Como-Harriet Streetcar Line and Excelsior 
Streetcar Line. 
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3.2 The Shift Foreman is responsible for reminding all crews of safe operating 
practices.  The Foreman will counsel a crewmember if deviation from the 
operating rules one-on-one out of the earshot of other crew members and any 
passengers. 

3.3 The Shift Foreman will check the  irst aid kit on their streetcar.  If kit is missing or 
depleted, the Foreman will contact the Museum Superintendent for Safety or ESL 
Superintendent to replenish or replace the kit. 

4.0  Responsibilities – Mechanical/Maintenance Operations 
4.1  Shop Foremen will ensure that each person who enters any Museum carbarn or 

shop understands the requirements for safe maintenance work.  The Shop 
Foreman may designate a person or persons to help monitor and maintain 
compliance with safe practices.  

4.2 Shop Foremen will ensure there is an adequate amount of safety equipment and 
supplies needed to work safely and/or to provide  irst aid in the event of minor 
injuries. 

4.3 Shop Foreman will periodically check the supplies in the  irst aid kit in the shop. If 
the kit is missing or depleted, the shop Foreman will contact the Museum 
Superintendent for Safety or ESL Superintendent to replenish or replace the kit.   

5.0  Responsibilities – Maintenance of Way (MoW) 
5.1 The Foreman directing a work crew working on the overhead lines, maintenance 

of way (MoW) and buildings and grounds will ensure that each person assigned 
to a work crew understands the requirements for safe maintenance work. The 
crew Foreman may designate a person or persons to observe compliance with 
safe work practices. 

5.2 The crew Foreman will check the supplies in the  irst aid kit on the work car at 
the beginning of a work session. If the kit is missing or depleted, the Foreman will 
contact the museum Superintendent for Safety or ESL Superintendent to 
replenish or replace the kit. 

6.0  Incident (including medical) Response.  Injuries to crew and passengers/visitors must 
be attended to before all else, while at the same time, other crew members should 
attend to any immediate hazard such as  ire.  Crew members need to be sure the 
streetcar or area is safe before attending to injuries. 
6.1 Museum volunteers will call “911” immediately for injuries occurring on Museum 

property that require professional medical attention. Volunteers must give “911” 
emergency responders the exact location of an incident and relate the point to the 
shop address, approximate distance from a street intersection or landmark to 
minimize delay. 

6.2 Minor injuries that are not life threatening or require professional medical 
attention shall be attended to by crew using  irst aid kits provided. 
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6.3  All injuries to a volunteer or visitor and/or damage to Museum facilities or 
streetcars must be reported immediately to the Superintendent for Safety, the ESL 
Superintendent, or the General Superintendent.  A written report should follow 
the verbal report by submitting MSM Form 2-INCIDENT REPORT as soon as 
possible following the incident/ accident.  The Foreman on duty is responsible for 
this task but may require the assistance of the crew members or work crew who 
were involved in the incident or who have information pertaining to the incident. 

6.4 The General Superintendent or Safety Superintendent are responsible to ensure 
that the incident is communicated to the appropriate Museum of icers, such as 
the Chairman of the Board, Board members, Mechanical Superintendent, etc. 

7.0 Procedures. 
7.1 Towing a Streetcar with Another Streetcar. 

7.1.1 Before towing a streetcar, the Superintendent for Safety, ESL 
Superintendent (or Assistant Superintendent), Mechanical 
Superintendent, General Superintendent, or another quali ied leader 
should be contacted to assemble a crew to tow the disabled car. 

7.1.2 A crew of four persons is required, with one designated as the Foreman.  
Prior to any work being started, the Foreman will discuss in detail with the 
crew members the procedures to be followed including any signals or 
other communication requirements. 

7.1.3 The towbar shall be af ixed to the car that is being towed. No one may 
stand between the cars to manually lift the towbar into the pocket of the 
towing car.  Instead, two crew members will stand a safe distance away on 
either side of the track and use a board or rope to maneuver the tow bar 
into place. 

7.1.4 Stepping between the cars to make the  inal coupling will only be 
permitted after the Foreman has ensured that all crew members are 
aware, and no unexpected movement of the towing car can occur. 

7.1.5 Once the towbar is in place, the Foreman will assign crew members to the 
front and rear of each car, with speci ic instructions on how the move will 
be done. This will include who will operate the controller, the brakes, and 
monitor the tow bar, and what pre-arranged signals will pass between the 
crew members to ensure that the move is made safely. 

7.2 Line Inspection Trip (after a storm). 
7.2.1 (CHSL) Before making the  irst revenue trip following a storm, high wind or 

multiple days without service, the Foreman will operate an inspection trip 
to ensure that there are no downed trees, objects on the overhead wire or 
obstacles on the track. This includes looking for close clearance obstacles at 
the Park Board maintenance building.  Foreman should operate such an 
inspection trip suf iciently early not to delay the start of revenue 
operations. 
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7.2.2 As part of normal operations, it is expected that the Foreman make the 
initial trip in the forward position of the car and in the rear on return to 
look for obstacles to the overhead or track. 

7.3  Whenever there is snow and ice, extreme care will be taken to avoid operating on 
rails covered with ice, or with ice- illed  langeways.   Ice- illed  langeways must be 
cleared prior to operation. 

7.4  Tower Car. 
7.4.1  Before moving the tower car. 

7.4.1.1  Never use the tower car for the  irst time by yourself. Always have 
someone who has experience working on the tower car show you 
how to use it. 

7.4.1.2  Safety glasses, work gloves, and hard hats will be worn at all times. 
7.4.1.3  Always lock out and tag out the main power supply at the back of the 

cold barn (CHSL) or in the warm barn (ESL) before attempting to 
move the tower car.  Carry the key with you, and do not turn on the 
power unless all workers are accounted for. If possible, all workers 
should apply their own lock to the lock out, and each worker should 
only remove his/her own lock. 

7.4.1.4  (CHSL) Disconnect the speeder from the battery charger before 
attempting to move the speeder. 

7.4.1.5  At CHSL ensure the speeder shed roll-up door is in the fully-open 
position before attempting to move any equipment. 

7.4.1.6  Remove any chocks under the wheels of the tower car and speeder 
and securely connect the two together with a tow bar. Be careful to do 
this at slow speeds on  lat ground to avoid being pinched between the 
tower car and speeder. 

7.4.2 Moving the tower car. 
7.4.2.1  When operating the speeder, always go at dead slow speed. Do not 

exceed 5 mph. 
7.4.2.2  Con irm that all track switches are manually thrown for the direction 

of travel. The speeder will not spring open a switch that is not thrown 
for the direction of travel. 

7.4.2.3  Ensure that all passengers are securely seated on the speeder before 
moving it.  Do not attempt to dismount the speeder while it is 
moving.  Do not ride the tower car while it is moving. 

7.4.3 Operating the tower 
7.4.3.1 Securely chock both the tower car and speeder before attempting to 

climb on the tower car.  If necessary, use the rail hold-down clamps. 
7.4.3.2 (CHSL) Do not raise or lower the tower car with any people on it. 
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7.4.3.3 Keep three points of contact with the tower car at all times while 
climbing.  Do not carry up any tools or equipment with you while 
climbing up or down the tower car; use a rope, pulley, and bucket 
instead. 

7.4.3.4 Safety railings must be raised to work on top of the tower car.  Do 
not attempt to lean outside the perimeter of the safety rails. 

7.4.3.5 The overhead line may be under tension. Keep this in mind 
whenever loosening clamps to avoid injury. 

7.4.3.6 Whenever possible, use non-conductive tools to avoid possible risks 
of electrocution. 

7.4.3.7 The overhead trolley wire will be grounded to the rails while work is 
being done on the trolley wire. 

7.5 Jacking up Streetcar. 
 To be added  

 
 
APPROVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS: 
DATE:  April 11, 2024 
 
 
 
ATTEST:   James A. Vaitkunas 
 Corporate Secretary 
 
Appendices: 

Safety Protocol I – Museum Streetcar Operations 
Safety Protocol II – Museum Shops (Ready Barns and Maintenance Barns) 
Safety Protocol III – Museum Streetcar Lines and Stations (Maintenance of Way (MoW), 
Track, Overhead) 
 

Reference and Source Documents: 
1. Heritage Rail Alliance Recommended Safety Practices for Tourist Railroads 
2. Seashore Trolley Museum Safety Policy—Volunteer Handbook 
3. Seashore Trolley Museum Employee Safety Policy 
4. Minnesota Streetcar Museum Operating Rules and Regulations Governing The 

Operations of Streetcars At The Como-Harriet Streetcar Line and Excelsior Streetcar 
Line. 
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SAFETY PROTOCOL I – Museum Streetcar Operations 
 

PREVENTION 
1. Instruction. 

a. MSM’s Training Department will train operating volunteers in safe operation of the 
streetcar(s) on which they are quali ied to operate.  Streetcar Operator’s licenses 
will indicate the speci ic streetcar(s) the operator is quali ied to operate.  MSM’s 
Training Department will conduct operator re-certi ication training annually. 

b. Operating volunteers shall be instructed in proper emergency response during 
initial operator training and annual recerti ication training. 

2. Identi ication of Potential Hazard.  Operating volunteers will be vigilant for potential 
hazards to the customers or the crew. See something? Then say something. Report 
safety concerns to the shift Foreman promptly.  The Foreman in turn should address the 
situation, if possible, or escalate it as appropriate. 
a. Warn people or animals seen on or near tracks.  Be prepared to stop.  Use streetcar 

warning devices. 
b. Streetcars will come to a complete stop at grade crossings.  Streetcars will proceed 

at dead-slow speed (4 mph) after autos or pedestrians have crossed and the track is 
clear. 

c. Operating Volunteers engaged in grade crossing  lag duty shall wear a yellow 
re lective safety vest. 

d. Operating Volunteers engaged in depot, ticket booth, or platform duty shall keep all 
walking areas clear of debris or obstructions, warn customers to avoid any such 
hazards, keep customers back from edge of platforms, and monitor the platform for 
any unsafe behavior. 

INCIDENT (including medical) RESPONSE 
1. In the event of an emergency incident/accident immediate action procedures are as 

follows: 
a. Determine the extent of any injuries.  If the injuries are not serious, provide basic 

 irst aid using the  irst aid kit found at the front of the streetcar, under the POS 
counter at the Depot or Ticket Booth, or in the carbarn/shop. 

b. If there are people with injuries or a health crisis requiring professional medical 
attention. 
1) Ask passengers on the streetcar if anyone is a quali ied medical person or if they 

are quali ied to render CPR aid.  Museum members should provide CPR only if 
they are quali ied. 

2) Call “911” to report the incident.  Be sure to provide the nearest address or 
street intersection or trail name and location to the 911 dispatcher. 
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3) Provide basic  irst aid, as appropriate, using the  irst aid kit found at the front of 
the streetcar, under the POS counter at the depot (CHSL) or ticket booth (ESL), 
or in the carbarns. 

4) If an accident/incident occurs in an area that has limited access, the streetcar 
should be moved if it can, to an accessible point to allow access by emergency 
response personnel. 

c. Report the incident to the Foreman. 
1) The Foreman is responsible to contact the Superintendent for Safety, the ESL 

Superintendent/Assistant Superintendent, or the General Superintendent as 
soon as practicable to report the incident.   

2) Complete and submit MSM Form 2 INCIDENT REPORT by Foreman promptly for 
property damage or injuries. 
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SAFETY PROTOCOL II – Museum Shops (Ready Barns and Maintenance Barns) 
 

PREVENTION 
1. Instruction.  Shop Volunteers shall be instructed about safe shop practices by the Shop 

Foreman or their designee and trained in the safe and proper use of all shop tools and 
machinery. 
a. Wear protective clothing/footwear/eyewear/hard hats when working in the shop as 

designated by the Mechanical Superintendent and Shop Foreman. 
1) Wear ear protection when operating on or near noisy machines. 
2) Wear hard hats in designated areas. 

b. Wear safety harness when working more than 8 feet above the  loor. 
c. Evacuation plans for shops and ready barns in case of a  ire or other emergency will 

be developed by the Chief Mechanical Of icer and shop Foremen and posted as 
necessary. 

2. Identi ication of Potential Hazard.  Museum volunteers must be vigilant for potential 
hazards. See something? Say something. Report safety concerns to the shift Shop 
Foreman promptly.  The Shop Foreman in turn should address the situation, if possible, 
or escalate it as appropriate. 

3. Flammable Substances.   
a. Tools and materials, including use of  lammable substances, will be properly stored 

in suitable containers and/or lockers. 
b. Whenever  lame producing tools or equipment are used, a  ire extinguisher will be 

readily available at the work site with a volunteer standing-by to use it if necessary. 
4. Overhead Power.  The shop Foreman will determine when overhead line power will be 

turned on or off.  If power will be turned on, the shop Foreman will ensure that 
coordination with any crews working on the railway is done before power is turned on. 

5. Inspection Pit.  The inspection pit cover will be placed over the pit when a streetcar is 
not standing over it. 

INCIDENT (including medical) RESPONSE 
1. In the event of an emergency incident/accident immediate action procedures are as 

follows: 
a. Determine the extent of any injuries. 
b. If the injuries are not serious, provide basic  irst aid using the  irst aid kit found at 

the front of the streetcar or above the eye wash station in the shop. 
c. If there are people with injuries or a health crisis requiring professional medical 

attention. 
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1) Determine if anyone in the shop is a quali ied medical person or if they are 
quali ied to render CPR aid.  Museum members should provide CPR only if they 
are quali ied. 

2) Call “911” to report the incident.  Be sure to provide the address to the 911 
dispatcher. 

3) Provide basic  irst aid, as appropriate, using the  irst aid kit found at the front of 
the streetcar or above the eye wash station in the shop. 

2. Report the incident to the Foreman. 
a. The Shop Foreman is responsible to contact the Superintendent for Safety, the ESL 

Superintendent/Assistant Superintendent, or the General Superintendent as soon as 
practicable to report the incident. 

b. Complete and submit MSM Form 2 INCIDENT REPORT by shop Foreman promptly 
for property damage or injuries. 
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SAFETY PROTOCOL III – Museum Streetcar Lines and Stations 
(Maintenance of Way (MoW), Track, Overhead) 

 
PREVENTION 
1. Instruction.  Volunteers will be trained in the proper and safe operation of the speeder, 

tower car.  Volunteers will also be instructed in proper emergency response during 
initial onboarding and through an annual attestation process. 
a. Wear protective clothing/footwear when working with heavy equipment and power 

tools. 
b. Wear hard hats in designated areas such as on or near the speeder or tower car and 

while working on the railway right-of-way. 
c. Re lective vests shall be worn by all overhead line, MoW and buildings and grounds 

maintenance crews while working on the railway. 
d. Wear safety harnesses when working more than 8 feet above the ground. 
e. Protective handrails will be fully deployed whenever overhead line maintenance 

volunteers are on top of the tower car. 
2. Preparing for a Work Session. 

a. Overhead line, maintenance-of-way (MoW) and buildings and grounds maintenance 
volunteers shall be briefed on safe work practices by the crew Foreman before a 
work session begins. 

b. Work crew Foremen shall check that a  irst aid kit is on board the speeder or work 
car before departing for railway maintenance work. 

3. Work Session. 
a. The overhead line, MoW or buildings and grounds crew Foreman will determine 

if/when power needs to be turned off from the main line overhead. 
1) (CHSL)  If power is turned off, a safety bar (CHSL) will be placed over the power 

switches and locked. 
2) (ESL)  The power is locked off by adding a second (or more) padlock(s) to 

power switch #3.  The key or keys are held by the crew member adding the 
padlock.  Power remains locked off until the crew member(s) remove the 
padlock(s). 

b. Trackside maintenance activity warning devices (traf ic cones,  lags and the like) 
will be placed 100 feet on either side, and immediately adjacent to, the work site to 
alert streetcar operators to the work zone. 

c. If an operating streetcar approaches the work area, the work will immediately stop, 
and the work crew will move away a safe distance from the approaching streetcar 
and face towards the track while the streetcar passes. 

d. Whenever  lame producing tools or equipment are used, a  ire extinguisher will be 
readily available with a volunteer standing-by to use it if necessary. 
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e. When work is done on the overhead trolley wire, the trolley wire will be grounded 
to the rails. 

f. Identi ication of Potential Hazard.  Museum volunteers must be vigilant for potential 
hazards. See something? Say something. Report safety concerns to the shift Foreman 
promptly.  The Foreman in turn should address the situation, if possible, or escalate 
it as appropriate. 

INCIDENT (including medical) RESPONSE 
1. In the event of an emergency incident/accident immediate action procedures are as 

follows: 
a. Determine the extent of any injuries.  If the injuries are not serious, provide basic 

 irst aid using the  irst aid kit found at the front of the streetcar, on the speeder, 
under the POS counter at the Depot (CHSL) or Ticket Booth (ESL) or in the carbarn. 

b. If there are people with injuries or a health crisis requiring professional medical 
attention. 
1) Determine if anyone in the shop is a quali ied medical person or if they are 

quali ied to render CPR aid.  Museum members should provide CPR only if they 
are quali ied. 

2) Call “911” to report the incident.  Be sure to provide the address to the 911 
dispatcher. 

3) Provide basic  irst aid, as appropriate, using the  irst aid kit found at the front of 
the streetcar, on the speeder, under the POS counter at the Depot (CHSL) or 
Ticket Booth (ESL), or in the carbarn. 

c. Report the incident to the Foreman. 
1) The Foreman is responsible to contact the Superintendent for Safety, the ESL 

Superintendent/ Assistant Superintendent, or the General Superintendent as 
soon as practicable to report the incident.   

2) Complete and submit MSM Form 2 INCIDENT REPORT by shop Foreman 
promptly for property damage or injuries.  

2. Overhead line, MoW and buildings and grounds maintenance volunteers shall always be 
vigilant for potential hazards, such as obstructions, tripping hazards, spills in their work 
area, or other situations that could cause an accident.  See something? Then say 
something.  Report safety concerns to Foreman promptly. 


